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Hi, I am a Java programmer who is looking for an opportunity to work in
the field of R&D in Salesforce Apex. I believe you are a great resource to
learn and share coding knowledge. I have read some of your content and
coded some works myself. I am looking forward to having an opportunity
to learn and collaborate with you. I would like to connect with you. Please

email me and I will write back to you in a day or two. Was a lackluster
C++/Unix Programmer for a decade now..Coding wasnt something I

enjoyed all these days but I kept my job,though. I seem to be pretty good
at every other aspect except coding and could never come to terms with
writing 1000s of lines of code on vi editor. Anyways coming to now,quit

the job..did some brainstorming and exactly 3 weeks back decided to go
salesforce route. Gave my 401 test today evening and passed.After I came
home I promised myself I wouldnt waste my effort I put in for 2 weeks and

keep myself motivated to get a break in sfdc..and lady luck,I stumbled
across your site.. Never felt so thrilled in my adult like..Not the kind who
would ever post something on any forums/sites but just wanted to reply
here to show my gratitude for this site S.No Document Link 1 SalesForce
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hi, i am working on salesforce and would like to learn more about it. i have
a developer certification. i would like to know if there are courses that

teach more than just salesforce, and how do i get started? hi, i am a.net
developer by profession. i had salesforce certification as well, but was not
able to get the in-depth knowledge of the same. can you please guide me

on how to start with salesforce? what are the pre-requisites to start
learning salesforce and its components? thanks for making all these

videos. it was quite useful for me to get started. however, i am not able to
decide which certification i should pursue - ui/ux, api or admin. i am good
at java and have a good understanding of oop concepts. will salesforce

certification help me in any way? hi, i am a programmer and i have never
had any training in salesforce, except for a brief period of time at the start

of my career, when i worked for a company that was using it and i was
given basic training for the job. i have done a lot of work in java, sql, asp,

jsp, j2ee, etc. but never really in salesforce. i have always been a front
end developer. i want to get into salesforce but i am not sure what i need
to know first. my first question is, am i even going to be able to get a job

in salesforce? hi, i have signed up to try and get the salesforce
certification. i have been working on my career as a programmer since

college. i am now looking to get into salesforce and really would like to get
a decent job. i have never had any training in salesforce. i have been

doing some research and i am finding that it is not a good idea to go to
the training academy and get certified. i have already seen that it is going
to be expensive and most of what they teach is probably already covered

by their online training. 5ec8ef588b
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